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a b s t r a c t 

In this paper, a Media Access Control (MAC) protocol is investigated for multichannel underwater acoustic 

sensor networks and a distributed channel allocation scheme is proposed for acoustic nodes equipped 

with a multichannel bi-directional transceiver. To ensure that a minimum of one channel is allocated 

for each transmitter-receiver pair, a novel distributed channel allocation scheme, the High Coverage 

High Fairness (HCHF) algorithm, is proposed. The algorithm requires the exchange of channel sensing 

information among neighbor nodes at the beginning of each transmission time slot. To compare HCHF 

and existing schemes, various performance metrics are assessed including spectrum utilization, coverage, 

fairness, and control packet overhead. Simulation results indicate that the HCHF scheme can improve 

the coverage and fairness in comparison to other schemes without sacrificing much on the spectrum 

utilization. The performance improvement of HCHF is constrained by a higher control message overhead, 

since local packet exchange between neighbor nodes is required to share spectrum sensing information. 

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The deployment of underwater networks is attracting signifi-

ant interest to monitor subsea infrastructure, and submarine ac-

ivity. Enabling underwater acoustic sensor networks (UWASNs) is

ey for ocean monitoring and data collection. For example, com-

ercial and scientific UWASN applications target oil and gas and

quaculture industries and include instrument monitoring, pollu-

ion control, climate recording, offshore exploration and pipeline

urveillance. Moreover, the Internet of Underwater Things (IoUT)

xtends the Internet of Things (IoT) to subsea applications, and in-

erconnects a large number of sensors of various types to collect

ata in a distributed fashion for various applications [1] . However,

WASN impose challenges to the IoUT due to the band-limited un-

erwater acoustic channels. 

The primary design goal of the proposed underwater wireless

etwork is to exchange sensor information using acoustic nodes

ANs). A multi-hop peer-to-peer network is formed by establishing

ommunication links only between neighboring nodes. Messages

re transferred from source to destination by hopping packets

rom node to node [2] . For this purpose, it is important to define

 distributed channel allocation scheme. An important challenge is

hat the communication resources are limited: acoustic propaga-
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ion presents a limited bandwidth and it depends on the geometry

f the deployment which varies as a function of time and loca-

ion [3] . Also, the channel is time variant and fluctuates rapidly

ue to low propagation speed. To optimize the network spectral

sage, the nodes are aware of their surrounding medium and

coustic spectrum to adjust the transceiver parameters, e.g. the

ransmit power and the selected channel frequency band. Conse-

uently, each node in the UWASN must first sense and determine

he available slots in the frequency spectrum and cooperate with

ther nodes to grant a channel. 

In this paper, a novel distributed scheme, the High Coverage

nd High Fairness (HCHF) algorithm, is proposed which employs

 graph coloring technique to deal with interference [4] . HCHF

mproves the network coverage by ensuring that each transmitter-

eceiver pair can acquire at least one channel without sacrific-

ng the entire network spectrum utilization efficiency. This ensures

onnectivity throughout the network and thus enables packet for-

arding and routing between multiple nodes. To optimize the use

f the sparse spectral resources, a channel sharing strategy among

sers will be developed to optimize the network connectivity and

hroughput. 

In this work, the network path connectivity is guaranteed by

nsuring that all transmitter-receiver pairs obtain access to at least

ne channel. Coverage, defined as the number of connected cog-

itive acoustic pairs, as well as fairness, defined as the number

f pairs which obtain at least one channel, are two key figures of

erit used to assess the performance. 
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 , com-

parable algorithms that serve for spectrum allocation in underwa-

ter sensor networks are reviewed, in Section 3 , the network model

is introduced, in Section 4 the channel allocation algorithm in the

UWASN is compared to state-of-the-art, in Section 5 , simulation

results are analyzed, and finally, in Section 6 , conclusions are pre-

sented. 

2. Related work 

The standardization of the MAC protocol to enable UWASNs re-

mains a very important subject of research. Indeed, the narrow

bandwidth on the order of a few kHz is a limiting factor. Also, the

long propagation delay increases the probability of collision. Some

recent effort s have been made to enable multichannel spectrum

management techniques for distributed networks, but, due to the

features of underwater acoustic communications, existing schemes

may not work effectively. Relevant works in this field is summa-

rized in this section. 

In [5] , the authors describe a MAC protocol, called CUMAC to

handle the hidden terminal problem, i.e. when unreported nodes

cause collisions in underwater multichannel networks. This prob-

lem is particularly important when there is a long distance be-

tween the nodes. Using CUMAC, when a node has packets to send,

it initiates a channel negotiation process on the control channel.

During this process, the receiving node cooperates with its neigh-

boring nodes for channel selection and collision detection. In [5] ,

although the hidden terminal problem and collision avoidance are

addressed, the channel assignment mechanism is not considered

because the spectrum demand is assumed low. 

In [6] , the authors propose a channel allocation scheme which

exploits user location knowledge in order to maximize the mini-

mum channel capacity achieved by each individual user. Fairness

and efficient use of the available spectrum resources are the pri-

mary criteria to allocate channels. Assuming a network with N

users, for a given channel allocation of a , the authors define the ca-

pacity vector c a = [ c a, 1 , c a, 2 , . . . , c a,N ] . In the vector c a , the entry at

index i indicates the potential channel capacity c a,i for user i . A fea-

sible channel allocation b is said to have a Max-Min fair allocation

if, for any other feasible allocation a, c a,i ≤ c b,i holds for all i . One of

the key points of the algorithm is how to determine whether a fea-

sible solution exists. When there are N available channels, N 

4 ×
√ 

N 

steps are performed by this Max-Min capacity channel allocation

algorithm. As such, the computational complexity of this algorithm

is excessive. Also, the interference between neighbors on the same

available channels of interest and the hidden terminal problem are

issues which are not addressed. Additional shortcomings appear

when two or more nodes have the same feasible channel to al-

locate with the same capacity. This can occur when the network is

dense, and the nodes are relatively close to each other. 

In [7] , the authors propose a cluster-based random-access

method by grouping nodes located close to a fusion node. Effec-

tively, this grouping decreases the probability of message collisions

due to long delay propagation time between nodes. To reduce the

collision probability, each node selects its group, which is prede-

termined by its distance from the fusion center based on the re-

ceived signal strength (RSS). The start of the transmission time for

all nodes is synchronized with that of the furthest node in the

group. Nodes choose the data frequency band based on the RSS.

In [7] , the number of ANs are relatively small, they have differ-

ent distances from the fusion center and as such they experience

different RSS. Effectively, the channel access scheme is contention

free due to high availability of the spectrum. In contrast, for the

proposed dense network, there is a high spectrum demand. Also,

nodes that are within the same range to the fusion node will ex-

perience very similar RSS, and collision is highly probable. 
In [8] , the authors propose a receiver-initiated spectrum man-

gement technique that seeks to improve the performance of

WASNs by utilizing a traffic predictor on each node to forecast

he traffic load on surrounding nodes. For this purpose, each node

ust have knowledge of the propagation delay to its neighbors.

he common control channel (CCC) is physically separated from

he in-band data channel. The use of a CCC within a different

and increases the complexity of the front-end design. Nonethe-

ess, by using the CCC, and by collecting local sensing results from

ts neighbors, the receiver obtains global spectrum usage informa-

ion. Using this information, the receiver assigns vacant channels

nd an optimal transmission power for its surrounding transmis-

ion nodes based on the spectrum sensing output and the qual-

ty of the acoustic links. Note that the algorithm does not address

he situation when there is high spectrum demand. Also, because

 minimum traffic is required to allocate the channels, an unfair

cenario occurs for nodes which have lower traffic, since they have

o wait longer. 

In [9] , a spectrum allocation method, the Link Degree and

ound Based Algorithm (LDRA), is proposed. For LDRA, the link de-

ree is used as a criterion for allocation. Specifically, a node link

egree on a given channel is defined as the number of neighbors

nterfering with the node on that channel. Thus, a node with less

nterfering neighbors has a lower link degree. The LDRA algorithm

llocates the available channels to the nodes with the smallest link

egree until no channel can be chosen. If there are two or more

odes with the same link degree, the channel is allocated ran-

omly between them. If there are still available channels, the LDRA

lgorithm initiates the next distribution round; otherwise, the al-

orithm ends. Although this algorithm considers a maximum spec-

rum utilization it does prevent nodes subject to high interference

rom having a channel. 

Finally, in [10] , the authors suggest a graph-coloring model

ased on a frequency band allocation algorithm which combines

he greedy allocation approach and interference constraints. They

se a graph model for the cognitive network in which the ver-

ices represent the neighbor nodes and the edges represent inter-

erence among them. The graph then identifies a set of available

hannels associated to each vertex. The proposed Max-Min algo-

ithm allocates the frequency band with the largest channel gain

rom the list of available frequency bands for each node. The al-

orithm iteratively allocates the user with the minimum transmis-

ion rate to the frequency band with the largest channel gain in

he available list, until all the frequency bands are allocated. While

his algorithm uses a greedy allocation scheme to maximize the

esource allocation, it does not guarantee allocating a minimum of

ne channel to each node. 

Although there is a significant amount of work that has been

erformed in recent years towards the deployment of UWASNs,

here is still a gap that needs to be filled to address the channel

llocation problems in UWASN. The algorithm proposed here is in-

ended to model and solve channel allocation problem in dense

WASN with high spectrum usage demand while dealing with in-

erference. The network is intended to support the IoUT and it can

e expected that up to a few hundred sensor nodes with different

urposes will be deployed in a target area spanning 10 km 

2 . 

Also, practical issues such as collision avoidance and the hid-

en terminal problem will be taken into consideration during the

esign of the HCHF protocol, and will be presented in the next sec-

ion. 

. Model of control and data channels 

Considering a reference architecture of the UWASN [11] as de-

icted in Fig. 1 , it consists of ANs as well as cluster heads that also

ct as underwater gateways (UWGs). The UWGs are equipped with
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Fig. 1. Representation of a reference UWASN architecture [11] . 
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n additional long-range vertical transceiver to relay the data of

he ANs (assumed to be deployed in the middle of the water col-

mn) to the surface buoys. Cluster heads respect a cellular archi-

ecture and cover a delimited area below the water surface. Sur-

ace buoys are also equipped with a long-range radio or satellite

ransceiver to communicate with an onshore sink or a surface sink.

While centralized channel access management and synchro-

ization by a cluster head has low complexity and energy dissipa-

ion, many challenges arise with such an architecture. Specifically,

n a centralized topology the covered area is limited and all the

raffic goes through the cluster head node. As such, when there

s excessive traffic, when the channel quality is poor or when the

luster head node is unavailable, the sink cluster head sub-net be-

omes unresponsive and all the nodes within the cluster head’s

overage lose their connection. In this work we consider a self con-

gured distributed channel assignment scheme among ANs which

an be extended to a multihop relaying among ANs [12] . 

In this section, the proposed network channels, communica-

ion system structure and a required negotiation phase to exchange

ontrol packets, between neighbor nodes will be defined. Then, the

ole of the graph model to obtain the matrix of interference among

eighbor nodes will be described. The graph model serve in the

hannel allocation algorithm proposed in Section 4 . 

.1. Acoustic channels characteristics 

To solve the channel allocation problem for a dense short-range

WASN with K ANs where each node is identified by an ID from

1 , 2 , . . . , K] , first a network channels model is introduced. It is

ssumed that the limited available spectrum is divided into M

rthogonal equal bandwidth channels, presented as [1 , 2 , . . . , M]

nd M < < K . Moreover, one common control channel (CCC) is

edicated for the exchange of the network management control-

ing messages. The CCC should be the most reliable local channel

or exchanging MAC packets among the neighbor ANs. Note that

ingle-hop network is considered in this work. 

It is assumed that each AN can send and receive on all chan-

els. Every node is aware of the local CCC and listens to this

hannel when it has no data to send or receive. To decrease

he hardware complexity each node is equipped with a single

ideband transceiver front-end that can dynamically switch

etween the CCC and available data channels. Further, each

ode is equipped with an inexpensive out-of-band tone device

hich can broadcast and receive busy tone signals. As explained

n [13,14] this allows each node to simultaneously broadcast and

eceive busy tone signals to solve the multichannel hidden termi-

al problem for nodes with single transceiver described in [15] .

t is expected that high-quality filters shall serve to mitigate

elf-interference. The use of the busy tone to handle the hidden

erminal problem will be explained in Section 4 . 
For the proposed network under study, there are several TX–RX

airs in the network that intend to utilize the available channels.

he location of the nodes and the channel condition may vary with

ime and the goal is to optimally assign the channels to the TX–RX

airs in terms of spectrum utilization, coverage, and fairness at any

iven time. 

To model the channel allocation algorithm, every node x that

s within the transmission range R T of the node y is considered

 neighbor node of y . Therefore, two nodes do not interfere with

ach other if their distance is larger than a range R T , where R T is

onsidered to represent the radius of a circular transmission range

rom each node [16] . 

For a reliable network modeling, it is important to evaluate the

hannel transmission loss. As explained in [17] , the channel am-

litude is impacted by a large scale transmission loss (that can

e assessed using ray tracing simulators for example) added to

 small-scale variation because of the non-coherence addition of

ultipath arrivals. Generally, the small-scale variation of the am-

litude is modelled as a Rician distribution, or in the extreme case

s a Rayleigh distribution [18,19] . Assuming a Rayleigh fading chan-

el, a rule of thumb is to add 30 dB to the transmission loss to

ccount for extreme small scale variation. 

It is also important to consider the coherence time for under-

ater acoustic channels [20] which is defined as 

c = 

√ 

9 

16 π f 2 
d 

≈ 0 . 423 

f d 
≈ 0 . 423 

a f c 
. (1) 

here f d is the Doppler spread, f c is the carrier frequency, and a

s the Doppler scaling factor. As explained in [21] , a stationary un-

erwater acoustic system may experience unintentional motion at

.5 m/s (1 kn), which would account for a = 3 × 10 −4 . In contrast

n autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) moving at several me-

ers per second, Doppler factor a will be on the order of 10 −3 .

n fact, it has been reported in [22,23] that the coherence time

s on the order of 100 ms in fixed conditions, while the chan-

el between mobile vehicles can experience a channel coherence

ime on the order of a few milliseconds. It is assumed that the

ound speed c in the water column between the transmitters and

eceivers has a constant velocity of c = 1500 m/s. The propagation

elay, T p = R/c, for the expected transmission range, R = 500 m be-

ween the nodes will be about 334 ms. 

Since underwater transmission is slow, the packet duration

s often longer than the channel coherence time. For this pur-

ose, in this work it is assumed that the physical layer is re-

ilient to Doppler fading within the transmission of packets. Since

requency-hopping binary frequency shift keying (FH–BFSK) is used

n this work, the binary information is represented using differ-

nt frequency tones. As will be demonstrated, since the coherence

ime is greater than a few milliseconds, the channel is expected

o stay relatively constant during the transmission of the individ-

al tones. Transmission of acoustic signals will be described in the

ext section. 

.2. FH–BFSK underwater acoustic communication system 

In this work, an UWASN is considered in which 10 distinct 2-

Hz channels are defined over a total frequency range between

0.5 kHz and 30.5 kHz. For mobile AUVs where a = 10 −3 , the max-

mum Doppler shift, which is defined as f d = a × f c , is less than ±
0.5 Hz [24] at f c = 29 . 5 kHz . To mitigate the maximum Doppler

hift a guard band of 77 Hz is considered between the channels. 

The duration of each individual tone is called chip duration C d .

sing (1) , for mobile AUVs with a maximum speed of 7 kn, tone

ignals with a maximum chip duration of C d ≈ 14 ms can be sent. 

To break the interoperability barrier and enable collaborative

nderwater communications, the JANUS baseline packet structure,
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Fig. 2. JANUS Packet Bits 1 to 64. 

Fig. 3. The JANUS signal for channel M in a time-frequency plot [26] . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 

FH BFSK signal specifications. 

Parameter Value 

Number of channels, M 10 

Number of sub carriers in each channel, M sub 26 

Sub carriers frequency slot width, F sw 77 Hz 

Modulation order, 2 

Chip time, C d 13 ms 

Bits per Symbol, k 1 bpS 

Packet duration, P s 2288 ms 
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c

which is a NATO standard for digital underwater communications,

is used in this work. Using a standardized protocol enables com-

munication and packet forwarding among heterogeneous nodes

[25] . As defined in the standard [26] , the packet contains 64 bits,

consisting of a 34-bit application data block (ADB) that is deter-

mined by the acoustic node. The packet is assembled according to

the bit allocations shown in Fig. 2 . 

A JANUS baseline packet can also be complemented by a cargo

section of arbitrary length. The system also employs a 1/2 rate

convolutional encoder [27] that is applied to the 64 bits of JANUS

packet and is intended to combat the channel multipath interfer-

ence as well as fading. Prior to encoding, 8 zeros are added to

the data to flush the encoder, which will be discarded at the re-

ceiver. The total number of symbols output by the encoder then

becomes 2 × (64 + 8) = 144 [28] . A fixed preamble of 32 chips

is employed for detection and synchronization. As such, altogether

a JANUS packet comprises 176 chips. So, each packet duration is

equal to 2288 ms. 

Frequency–Hopping (FH) Binary Frequency Shift Keying (BFSK)

has been selected for its robustness in the harsh UW acoustic

propagation environment and for its simplicity of implementa-

tion [29] . FH–BFSK is a non-coherent physical encoding technique,

which already is used in commercially-produced modems. Fre-

quency hopping spreads the signal in frequency and time to miti-

gate the effects of the variable multipath. In this work, we define

the hopping rate to be equal to the symbol rate, as such the chip

duration is C d and is also equal to the symbol duration. Thirteen

orthogonal tones are mapped in evenly-spaced tone pairs that span

the acoustic frequency bandwidth of 2-kHz of each channel, and

each frequency slot width is F sw 

= B w 

/26. Effectively, each chip du-

ration is C d = 26 /B w 

, or C d = 13 ms. Fig. 3 shows a time-frequency

representation of a generic JANUS packet for one channel. 

The proposed FH–BFSK system signal specifications for the data

channels are summarized in Table 1 . 

3.3. Common control channel and control packets 

As described in [25] Collision Avoidance (CA) via Binary Ex-

ponential Backoff (BEB) with Global Awareness (GA) consists of

an in-band energy detector used to access the CCC. Transmitters
re required to sense the CCC before transmission of controlling

ackets for a minimum of twice the length of an encoded basic

ontrolling packet plus the propagation delay. The control pack-

ts are smaller than the data packets and are defined by a 4-bits

acket type, an 8-bit node ID and a 12-bit payload. Data corrup-

ion is detected by an 8-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) which

s appended to the packet. These 32 bits with 8 zeros amount to

 × (32 + 8) + 32 = 112 chips after encoding and assuming a fixed

reamble of 32 chips. Accordingly, the CCC sensing will last for a

CF interframe spacing (DIFS) equal to 2 × 112 × C d + T p seconds,

here T p is packet propagation delay. 

If the CCC is busy when a transmitter intends to transmit,

he transmitter continues to sample windows of duration equal to

6 × C d until the CCC is deemed no longer busy. The transmitter

hen applies a BEB: it transmits in the next slot with probabil-

ty 1 / (D + 1) , where D = 2 C − 1 and C is the number of potential

ransmissions slots the transmitter has counted in the backoff pro-

ess in which there has been at least one busy window ( C is ini-

ialized with C = 1 ). If the transmitter does not transmit in the first

vailable slot, it continues to sample 16 chip windows to detect if

he CCC is busy during the next slot. The node increments C by

ne (but only once per slot) if this is the case at any point during

he slot, up to a maximum of C = 8 . Once the TX node finds the

CC available to transmit its message, C is re-initialized to C = 1 . If

 reaches 8, the attempt to transmit that packet is abandoned. 

To allocate the available channels, each TX node senses its sur-

ounding acoustic environment within its range R T to create a list

f available channels (LAC) [30] . The LAC is used by the TX and

X nodes such that they are informed about their individual avail-

ble channels. In this process, the TX node sends a Request to Send

RTS) packet to the RX node over the CCC. The RTS includes the TX

ode’s LAC list. If the RX node successfully receives the RTS packet

nd it has at least one free channel for communication, then the

X node replies instantly with a Clear to Send (CTS) over the CCC.

he CTS packet is a short message including a clear to send flag

or TX node and a backoff time for RX node’s neighbors to avoid

idden terminal problem [5] . 

By receiving the RTS packet at the RX, the RX compares it with

he channel states in its LAC. These channel states are represented

y a 1 × M vector that consists of binary elements indicating avail-

bility. Then, the receiver identifies the common elements of the

eceived RTS channel vector and the corresponding elements of its

wn LAC channel vector. This results in a List of Confirmed Chan-

els for Transmission (LCCT) which is created at the RX node [31] . 

The LCCT is also a 1 × M vector in which each element is a bi-

ary value representing the available common data channels be-

ween the TX and RX nodes. The LCCT is sent by the RX to the

X node. When the TX node receives the LCCT packet from the RX

ode, it broadcasts this packet to its neighbors on the local CCC to

nform them about the data channels that this TX -RX pair wishes

o use. After computing and sharing the LCCT information for all

X–RX pairs, the nodes must use the LCCTs to compete for data

hannels. 
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Fig. 4. Representation of the packet exchange between neighbor nodes. The RX 

node and Node D are in the transmission range of the TX node while the TX node 

and Node C are in transmission range of the RX node. 

Fig. 5. The busy tone beacon ensures that Nodes D and C do not send RTS packets 

to Node A and B while they are communicating on Channel 1. 
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Fig. 6. Illustration of a neighboring pair’s interference using the interference graph. 
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For a TX–RX pair i , a matrix L i is computed where the j th row

f the L i matrix is the LCCT of the j th TX–RX neighboring pair to

he i th pair. Thus L i is a matrix of size N i × M where N i is the num-

er of TX–RX pairs in the neighborhood of pair i . 

The proposed MAC layer protocol does not require global syn-

hronization among the ANs, and the contention access mecha-

ism over the local CCC between the neighbors is based on the

forementioned BEB protocol for the JANUS Underwater Commu-

ications Standard [32] . 

The packet exchange in the initial phase of a channel allocation

rocess is depicted in Fig. 4 . The MAC protocol proposed employs

hree control packets : RTS, CTS, LCCT, as well as and the busy tone

eacon. The duration of the data frame is T max , its optimal size,

epends on the load of the nodes and is heavily influenced by the

it error rate [12] . 

The purpose for the RTS/CTS packets includes (i) reserving the

CC and (ii) solving the hidden terminal problem by making the

eighbor nodes aware of an upcoming transmission. Then, the

CCT handshake serves to synchronize the vacant channel informa-

ion between each TX-RX pair and to prevent collisions between

he ANs. Also, it ensures that the TX and RX nodes use the same

et of vacant channels for data communication. After the initial

egotiation phase is completed, the TX–RX pairs exchange a cost

alue g i computed by the proposed algorithm, to assign the avail-

ble channels to the TX–RX pairs with the lowest cost value. This

ill be detailed in Section 4 . After assigning the data channel, the

ransmitter starts sending data over the data channel. While the TX

nd RX nodes transducers are busy sending and receiving on the

ata channel, their busy tone beacon generator broadcasts a peri-

dic pulse to inform their neighbors that they are busy on the data

hannel; this prevents the multichannel hidden terminal problem.

ig. 5 illustrates the busy tone beacon generated by nodes A and B

hile communicating on Data Channel 1. 

The channel access time during the control phase consists of

 negotiation phase and a channel allocation which occurs on CCC.

he overall end-to-end latency will be the time between the packet

eneration and the time of its correct delivery at the destination

hich includes the channel access time and propagation delay. 
.4. Graph model of the network 

In this work the proposed algorithm utilizes the knowledge of

he topology and channel sensing to minimize interference among

X–RX pairs during channel allocation. The local relationship be-

ween neighbor pairs and their available channels can be simpli-

ed into a graph model in which the vertices are TX–RX pairs and

he edges represent interference among them. A set of available

hannels is assigned to each vertex which corresponds to its LCCT.

learly, if two vertices are connected by an edge, they cannot both

ccess the same channel simultaneously. 

Fig. 6 illustrates a network in which there are five vertices to

epresent five TX–RX pairs. There are three channels: A, B and

 which are opportunistically available for the AN pairs. Due to

he sharing agreements, channels that are unavailable, e.g. shadow

ones [33] , cannot be utilized by ANs within their interference

ange (labeled I, II, III and IV). Each pair may access a different set

f available channels. As shown in Fig. 6 , channels A, B, and C are

vailable for pair 1; channels A and C are available for pair 2, and

o on for the rest of the pairs. Note that Fig. 6 depicts the network

tatus at a fixed time instant. 

The model proposed identifies the interference in the network,

uch that channels cannot be occupied by two neighbor nodes si-

ultaneously. An undirected graph G is used, and represented by

 = (V, E, L ) , where V = { v 1 , v 1 , . . . , v N } is the set of v ertices r epr e-

enting the TX–RX pairs, E is the set of edges representing interfer-

nce among neighbor pairs and L is the set of available channels.

e use an N × N matrix E to formulate the edge status, where N

s the number of TX–RX pairs. At index ( i, j ) the edge status e ij be-

ween two TX–RX pairs i and j is assigned 1 when vertices i and j

re neighbors, otherwise it is equal to 0. Based on this definition, G

s an undirected graph and effectively the interference matrix will

e symmetric. The set of available channels for various pairs are

tored in a global N × M matrix L , where at index ( i, k ), l ik = 1 if

he channel k is available for the TX–RX pair i and l ik = 0 indicates

hat it is not available. Recall that N is the number of TX–RX neigh-

or pairs and M is the number of channels. In other words, the i th

ow represents the LCCT of the i th TX–RX pair. Note that the local

atrix L i for the TX–RX pair i is a sub-matrix of L which contains

nly those rows of L that are corresponding to pair i neighbors. 

We denote the set of assigned channels in the entire network

y an N × M matrix S , where at index ( i, k ), s ik = 1 if the channel

 is allocated to the pair i , otherwise, s ik = 0 . The i th row of the

atrix S represents the channels which are allocated to i th pair by

he channel allocation algorithm. 

The performance metrics of the allocation algorithm can be

easured and formulated in terms of S and L . Similarly to a tech-

ique developed in [4] , the goal is to maximize the network spec-
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Table 2 

Parameters for the HCHF Algorithm. 

R T Acoustic nodes transmission range 

LAC 1 × M vector, List of available channels 

RTS Request to send packet 

CTS Clear To Send packet 

DIFS The time duration for which a TX node senses CCC 

N i Number of TX–RX pairs in the neighborhood of pair i 

LCCT i 1 × M vector, List of confirmed channels for transmission in which the available common channels between TX and RX nodes are shown by 1 and 

the rest of channels by 0 

L i N i × M matrix, rows of matrix L i is composed of the channels which are available for TX–RX pair i neighbors, e.g. j th row of matrix L i is the LCCT j 
of TX-RX pair j th which is in the neighborhood of pair i 

T max Maximum packet duration 

C d Chip duration 

S N × M matrix of the entire network channels allocation 

γ i Number of the channels obtained by pair i 

σ 2 Variance of allocated channels to TX–RX pairs 

IM i N i × M interference matrix for pair i 

p i 1 × M vector of non-contention channels of pair i . It is the set of available channels in the LCCT that cannot be used by neighbors 

q i 1 × M vector of available channels in LCCT that require contention with the neighbors to be acquired by pair i 

x i ( k ) Number of neighbors for TX–RX pair i on channel k 

g i the cost value of pair i to own at least one channel 

μi Channel possession threshold, 1 ≤μi ≤ sum(LCCT i ), constrains minimum and maximum channels acquisition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

i  
trum utilization S U defined as 

max ( S U ) = max 

( 

N ∑ 

i =1 

M ∑ 

k =1 

s ik 

) 

(2)

subject to 

s ik ≤ l ik , s ik ∈ 0 , 1 and s ik s jk e i j = 0 . 

Note that N is the total number of TX-RX pairs and M is the

number of channels. Then, for all pairs i = { 1 , . . . , N} and chan-

nels k = { 1 , . . . , M} . Accordingly the optimization variable in the

spectrum utilization problem is the number of utilized channels

or summation of s ik . The algorithm is also subject to the following

fairness and coverage conditions: 

1. The channel allocation between all the network pairs should

have minimum variance σ 2 , where σ 2 = var (γ ) and channel

allocation in the entire network is γ1 ×N = [ γ1 , γ2 , . . . , γN ] where

γ i is number of channels allocated to pair i , i.e. 

γi = 

M ∑ 

k =1 

s ik . (3)

2. The coverage constraints for pair i are such that 1 ≤γ i for all

i = 1 . . . N. This guarantees that each pair obtains at least one

channel. 

In the next section an allocation algorithm which can satisfy the

above constraints is proposed. For this purpose, the fairness, the

coverage, the channel assignment overhead and network utilization

ratio are used as figure of merits. 

4. High coverage and high fairness allocation 

In this section, a distributed algorithm that attempts to maxi-

mize the network throughput is proposed. The algorithm also en-

sures allocation of a minimum of one data channel for each TX–

RX pairs. The HCHF parameters and variables are summarized in

Table 2 . 

The HCHF algorithm is described in six steps as follows: 

1. First, each TX–RX pair i acquires its List of Confirmed Channels

for Transmission (LCCT) and stores it in its LCCT i vector. 

To ease the computations, the N i × M interference matrix IM i 

is defined and is calculated by applying a logical AND opera-

tion between the pair i ’s LCCT i vector and every j ∈ N i neigh-

bor’s LCCT j vector. The set of available channels in the LCCT i 
that cannot be used by neighbors are called the set of non-

contention channels p i . These channels can be easily identified

by considering the zero columns of IM i and the correspond-

ing nonzero elements of LCCT i . Specifically, for each channel of

k ∈ M, p i ( k ) is set to 1 if the k th column of IM i is zero and the

k th column of LCCT i is equal to 1. 

The 1 × M vector p i initially represents the set of available chan-

nels that can be used by the TX–RX pair of i without needing

any contention with its neighbors. During the allocation pro-

cess, as a new channel is assigned to the TX–RX pair i , its cor-

responding element in p i is set to 1. As such, at any time, the

sum of elements of p i , γ i , represents the number of assigned

channels to the TX–RX pair i , and as such γ i = sum( p i ). 

Also, for each TX–RX pair i , a 1 × M vector q i is defined. The

vector q i represents the available channels in the TX–RX pair’s

LCCT i that are common between neighbors. In other words,

these are channels that are contentious for assignment be-

tween the neighbors. This vector is obtained by comparing the

nonzero elements of LCCT i with the nonzero columns of IM i .

Effectively, 

LCCT i − p i = q i (4)

The minimum required and maximum allowable number of

channels for each TX-RX pair i is set by a threshold μi , where

1 ≤μi ≤ sum(LCCT i ), and is initialized with μi = 1. As such, ac-

quiring at least one data channel is attempted for each TX–RX

pair. The threshold μi is increased by one if for all j ∈ N i neigh-

bors of pair i, μi < γ j or if neighbors of pair i do not have any

available channels in their q j to assign. The TX–RX pair i ini-

tiates a negotiation with its neighbors for the channel assign-

ment until there is no channel available in q i or the thresh-

old μi reaches it maximum equal to sum(LCCT i ). It should be

noted that negotiation is only required between neighbors who

have interference on certain channels. Furthermore, avoiding

network congestion should be considered during the deploy-

ment such that the number of neighbors should always be less

than the available channels N i < M . 

2. Considering that all packet exchanges occur only among neigh-

bors, the following procedure continues until no available chan-

nel can be found to assign for the i th TX–RX pairs’ q i vector: 

For each TX–RX pair i with x i ( k ) neighbors on a particular chan-

nel with k ∈ (1 , . . . , M) , the probability that it is assigned the

channel k will be 1 / (x i (k ) + 1) . The parameter x i ( k ) can be ob-

tained as the sum of the elements of the k th column of IM . For
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Algorithm 1: HCHF algorithms. 

1: Initialization: Define the LAC ∀ node ∈ K ; 

Define LC C T i ∀ TX-RX i ∈ N ; 

for i = 1 toN i do 

L i (i, :) = LC C T i ; 

end 

for i = 1 toN i do 

for j = 1 toN i do 

IM i (j , :) = LC C T i AND L i ( j, :) 

end 

end 

for i = 1 toN i do 

for j = 1 toM do 

if IM i (: , j) = 0 AND LC C T i ( j) = 1 then 

p i ( j) = 1 

end 

if IM i (: , j) � = 0 AND LC C T i ( j) = 1 then 

q i ( j) = 1 

end 

end 

end 

2: while q i = 0 OR LC C T i (:) = 0 do 

for i = 1 toN i do 

for k = 1 toM do 

x i (k ) =sum [ IM i (: , k ) ] 

end 

g i (k ) = 1 − ∏ k = M 

k =1 , 
x i (k ) > 0 

(
1 − 1 

x i (k )+1 

)
end 

end 

3: Exchange g i AND μi 4: for k = 1 toM do 

if sum (p i ) < μ j and q i (k ) = 1 and g i < min (g j ) then 

p i (k ) = 1 , q i (k ) = 0 , ∀ j ∈ N i then q j (k ) = 0 

end 

if sum (p i ) < μ j and q i (k ) = 1 

and g i = min (g j ) and i < j then 

p i (k ) = 1 , q i (k ) = 0 , ∀ j ∈ N i then q j (k ) = 0 

end 

end 

5: update interference and contention matrices6: if 

∀ j ∈ N i , ∀ k ∈ M sum (p j ) = μi and sum (q j (k )) � = 0 then 

μi = μi + 1 and continue form step 2 ; 

else 

exit; 

end 

o  

t

 

e  

s  

I  

m  

T  

b  
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each pair i , this probability is calculated to obtain at least one

channel. Then g i ( k ), which is defined as the cost value for pair

i to obtain channel k , is expressed as 

g i (k ) = 1 −
k = M ∏ 

k =1 , 
x i (k ) > 0 

(
1 − 1 

x i (k ) + 1 

)
(5)

As demonstrated in (5) , it is assumed that the probability of

obtaining a given channel is independent of the probability of

obtaining other channels. 

3. Next, for the j th neighbor of pair i , if the total number of pos-

sessed contention free channels are less than the threshold of

μi (i.e. the sum of the p i elements is smaller that μi ) and chan-

nel k is available to assign their q j vector, then all neighbor

pairs exchange their g j values and continue to step 4 otherwise

if the sum of the p i elements is greater or equal to μi the pair

j give up the petition. 

4. After receiving the g j values from all the neighboring pairs

j ∈ N i , each TX-RX pair i decides if it has the minimum value

among the g j of its neighbors. If so, it selects the available chan-

nel with the lowest number, which is identified as the chan-

nel k in its contention channel list. It also announces itself and

its selected channel to the neighbors by broadcasting a Chan-

nel Allocation message over the local CCC containing a vector of

assigned channels to TX–RX pair i . If two or more pairs have

the same values of g j , the deadlock can be broken by assigning

the channel to the pair with the smaller ID. Note that the low-

est channel index or node ID is used as a criterion for selection

in the algorithm. 

5. If the channel k is taken by the pair i , then it sets p i (k ) = 1 . To

avoid reallocation of the channel k to the pair i , this channel is

removed from the list of available channels with a contention

with pair i , i.e., q i (k ) = 0 . Then, the neighboring pairs that in-

terfere with pair i on channel k remove the allocated channel

k from their list of available channels with contention. Specif-

ically, p j ( k ) is cleared to 0 for all neighbors of the TX–RX pair

i . 

6. All neighbor pairs update their interference matrices of IM i and

contention matrices of q i . Then, until the sum of their assigned

channels in p i reaches the threshold μi , the algorithm iterates

between steps 2–5. If all pairs reach the threshold of μi and

there are still some channels in the contention matrix of some

pairs, then the threshold variable of μi increments by 1 and

steps 2–5 are repeated. Otherwise the algorithm ends. Con-

sequently, when the contention matrices of all pairs become

empty the allocation algorithm is terminated. 

The allocation algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1 . Next,

n Section 5 , the algorithm is applied to a realistic underwater de-

loyment. 

. Simulation results 

In this section the performance of the proposed HCHF dis-

ributed channel allocation scheme is compared with conventional

hannel allocation techniques in the UWASN framework. 

Fig. 7 illustrates the two-dimensional topology of a distributed

etwork. In this simulation, a maximum of 144 ANs are randomly

istributed in a dense area of 2.5 × 2.5 km to represent a fu-

ure IoUT application. The total number of available channels are

 = 10 . Each channel occupies an equal bandwidth of 2-kHz be-

ween 10.5 kHz and 30.5 kHz. The authors in [34] observe that the

robability of establishing an acoustic link in which the SNR is less

r equal to a threshold δ is affected by various ambient factors, e.g.

hadow zones. In this network model, it is assumed that channels

ay intermittently be in shadow zones. Here the ratio of number
f reliable channels over the total number of channels is assumed

o be λ = 0 . 9 in different hexagonal areas. 

To manage the up-link communication to the surface and

ffectively reduce the nodes’ manufacturing cost and battery

upply, UWGs with cellular coverage are demonstrated in Fig. 7 .

nitially, UWGs are primary users and have priority to acquire the

ost reliable channel with highest SNR among M = 10 channels.

he UWGs’ selected channel is dedicated to communications

etween ANs and UWGs so it can not be assigned to peer-to-peer

ommunications between ANs. As such, its access scheme is the

ame as for the CCC. The rest of the 8 available channels can be

pportioned among ANs collaboratively. 

To represent the propagation conditions, the maximum trans-

ission range of the ANs is approximated to be 500 m. The pro-

osed algorithm performance is compared with other algorithms

y gradually increasing the number of participating ANs from 10

o 144 nodes. In each setting, the allocation algorithm runs one
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Fig. 7. Two-dimensional illustration of a network consisting of 72 TX–RX pairs. 

Green triangles are TX nodes and blue triangles are RX nodes, lines between TX–RX 

pairs show the corresponding communication links. Red diamonds are UWGs. (For 

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred 

to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 8. Channel utilization of the TX–RX pairs defined as the total number of chan- 

nels allocated to TX–RX pairs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Evaluation of the standard deviation of allocated channels. 
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hundred times for randomly scattered nodes, and for each, a new

observation of available channels is defined between the ANs. The

performance of the algorithms is averaged over one hundred itera-

tions to nullify the impact of the nodesâ random scattering on the

output of the algorithm. 

The Greedy, Random and LDRA algorithms (described in

Section 2 ) are compared with the HCHF algorithm in terms of

channel utilization, fairness, network coverage among ANs and al-

location process overhead which is measured by averaging the

number of controlling packets that are exchanged by each TX-RX

pair of ANs during the allocation process. 

Fig. 8 represents the channel utilization, defined as the total

number of channels assigned to the TX–RX pairs in the entire net-

work. As expected, the Greedy algorithm approach can allocate

the maximum number of available channels among these algo-

rithms.The Greedy method, in which the channels are allocated to

pairs with better conditions, provides the best network utilization.
ote that all algorithms perform very differently when the chan-

el demand is increasing. However, in lower AN traffic, they have

ery similar performance, because there is less contention among

he ANs. Note that the R T can directly affect interference among

Ns. Decreasing the R T decreases the interference. Therefore, it in-

reases the possibility of more allocations and provides a better

tilization for all algorithms. However, for a small acoustic range,

t will result in network disconnectivity among ANs which is not

esired. The simulation results indicate that the HCHF algorithm

as a better utilization performance in comparison to the random

lgorithm and LDRA. The reason is that HCHF attempts to manage

airness without sacrificing the network utilization. 

Next, the standard deviation of allocated channels to the TX–RX

airs is used as a metric for comparing the fairness of the alloca-

ion algorithms. A large standard deviation means that there is a

ignificant gap between the numbers of channels allocated among

ifferent pairs. Fig. 9 shows that the standard-deviation parameter

f HCHF is lower than that of other allocation algorithms. The

reedy algorithm has the highest standard-deviation, and as such,

t is very unfair. By increasing the number of TX–RX pairs, the

ariance of allocations in the HCHF algorithm is converging to its

inimum, though from Fig. 8 it can be seen that HCHF algorithm

hannel utilization is high. 

The number of TX–RX pairs that have received at least one

hannel, where the channel possession threshold is μ = 1, is an-

ther metric that is used to evaluate coverage. This parameter is

lso an indication of the network connectivity in multihop relay-

ng scenarios. Fig. 10 shows the number of TX–RX pairs which have

eceived a minimum of one channel out of all the TX–RX pairs in

he network. As can be observed, HCHF can cover the maximum

umber of ANs. 

The control packets overhead is defined as the average num-

er of signalling packets transmitted by each TX–RX Pairs to its

eighbors during the control phase. In Fig. 11 , the average num-

er of exchanged packets per each TX–RX pair is shown for differ-

nt algorithms. As the network density increases, the number of

eighbor nodes on all the channels increases which imposes more

nterference on the network. Consequently, to solve the channel

ssignment problem and avoid collision more controlling packets

re needed. It is important to find an optimum network density

o avoid excessive congestion and keep the number of controlling

ackets as low as possible because more controlling packets results
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Fig. 10. Evaluation of the network coverage. 

Fig. 11. Evaluation of average number of control packets submitted by each TX–RX 

pair during the control phase. 
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n more energy consumption and extreme delay. From Fig. 11 it can

e seen that the control packets overhead distance between HCHF

nd the other algorithms overshoots when the number of TX–RX

airs in the network exceeds more than 50 TX–RX pairs. In this

et-up, a maximum density of 100 ANs per 2.5 × 2.5 km or 16

Ns per km 

2 can be considered as the optimum network density

here the HCHF performs efficiently. 

. Conclusion 

In this paper, a new distributed channel allocation algorithm for

WASNs called HCHF has been described. HCHF employs a graph

or modelling interference constraints among the ANs. The algo-

ithm ensures that the ANs within the transmitting range of each

ther do not utilize the same frequency channels. HCHF allocates

he channels to ANs in a way that allows at least one channel to

e assigned to each TX–RX pair. To optimize fairness, HCHF tries

o balance the number of allocated channels to the ANs and in-

reases the network coverage. Moreover, the performance has been
ompared to that of three existing distributed channel allocation

lgorithms: the Greedy, Random and LDRA algorithms. To evalu-

te and compare the HCHF algorithm with these channel alloca-

ion algorithms, several computer simulations have been carried

ut. The simulations indicate that HCHF surpasses other algorithms

n terms of fairness since it tries to allocate at least one channel to

ach node. The greedy algorithm tends to maximize the channel

tilization by sacrificing fairness. The random algorithm has a low

hroughput, and LDRA offers lower throughput and fairness. It is

hown that the improved channel utilization and fairness provided

y HCHF is constrained on the overhead of the control packets. 

Finally, for a reliable and efficient channel assignment in

WASN, an optimum network density should be taken into ac-

ount to avoid excessive overhead, energy consumption and access

elay on the CCC. 
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